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Very few dog trainers have not been influenced by Dr. Ian Dunbar's dog-friendly philosophy. In the

1970s, Dr. Dunbar sparked a dramatic shift in dog training &#151; away from leash corrections and

drill-sergeant adult dog classes based on competitive obedience and toward a positive approach

using toys, treats, and games as rewards for teaching basic manners, preventing behavior

problems, and modifying temperament. Before Dr. Dunbar there were no classes for puppies, very

few family dog classes, and not much fun in dog training. His positive approach to training

revolutionized the field, especially in training puppies.Now in Before and After Getting Your Puppy

Dr. Dunbar combines his two popular puppy-training manuals into one indexed value-priced

hardcover edition. In clear steps, with helpful photos and easy-to-follow training deadlines, he

presents a structured yet playful and humorous plan for raising a wonderful dog. Dr. Dunbarâ€™s

guide is based around six developmental deadlines: completing your education and preparation,

assessing a puppyâ€™s prior socialization and education, teaching errorless housetraining and

chewtoy-training, completing a socialization program of meeting strange dogs and people, etc.
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I bought this book after reviewing some of the articles on the [...]website, which offers a preview of

some of the key points of the book. I did read many of the reviews here and felt that the negative

comments were somewhat over-reactive.From my perspective, the book not only makes sense

about how to raise a puppy, but also about how to raise a child! Why waste time trying to teach kids

or dogs what is wrong, until they eventually figure out what is right? That seems really inefficient,

now that I know the "lure-reward" technique. This technique lets you use the essential nature of the



dog to train it to do what you want it to do: pee, chew, and poop where you want it to, for instance.

Walk calmly on leash, for another. The trick is to not fall into the trap of thinking that a few weeks of

short and long-term confinement is somehow cruel to the dog. Like children, dogs respond quickly

to a consistent routine. It DOES require YOU to be consistent and to have discipline, and I definitely

figured out where I was being lazy and too lax, and whenever I went back to the tighter crate

schedule, things improved immediately. I realized that I confused a few days of successful potty

events with "success" in overall training and went from confinement to total lack of restraint, so I

referred to the book again and made some corrections.Here are a couple of tips that helped make

this book so useful for me. First, I had a consultation with a pet dog trainer who knew about (and

recommended) Dunbar's technique. This really helped me when addressing the issues that I felt

were not explained in the book (more on that later). Secondly, while I took Dunbar's stern advice as

the kind of advice someone gives to people who might not pay attention...

I'd recommend this to anyone who has a pup already (get it quickly!) as well as anyone thinking

about adding a dog - also, get it quickly- before the dog, since you can. The "Before" part is a small

fraction of the book, but valuable. Reading it before getting Fido would help you better understand

the particular (and commmonly unknown)challenges training a dog entails, and help you choose a

desirable breeder.Reading the WHOLE book before getting a puppy would really help you prepare

to become its owner and trainer.Some have said the book scared them, or that it was

unrealistic...and if making a mistake scares you, don't buy the book. However, if you can recover,

and vow to try to do better, and realize your mistakes or inadequacies do impact others (or your

pet), but realize and accept that you can still make things up- just with extra work- get this book.

Dunbar doesn't try to scare folks, he just points out that mistakes can create bad/wrong impressions

(in people or dogs) and these require extra work to correct...(in people or dogs).He lays out

developmental "deadlines" -just as children have sensitive periods so do dogs, and training in

certain areas takes "best" during this period.He provides non-traditional, positive, somewhat

demanding methods for training your dog. By "Demanding" I mean he asks you to do thing at the

start that are some work for you....in order to have a lower-maintenance dog later. Inviting (many

different) people over to meet your dog to socilalize it is a lot of work, but if it means your dog

doesn't bite the meter man or the neighbor's child, and does behave more like Lassie than the

neighborhood stray, isn't it worth it to try? Your choice, of course.

I'm usually not that motivated to write a review but in this case I am. I'm glad I read the book



however it's about 200 pages and organized and indexed very poorly. It is also extremely wordy and

repetitive and found at least one spelling error. It can be condsensed into a 46 page bullet chart!The

advice is good but a lot of it way over the top and it gives you the sense that if you don't follow the

advice completely your puppy will be unmanageable inevitably wind up in a shelter where no one

will want to adopt it. And frankly some of the advice is really overdoing it. For example, having the

puppy parties and making all your guests wash their hands and take off their shoes prior to working

with the puppy. While you really decrease your chances of the dog becoming ill that way, it really

harps on the need to do it when it could spend more pages addressing the issue of what to do when

the puppy doesn't want the chewtoys.It also tells you to avoid breeders who don't teach the puppy

basic commands and sorry to say that most breeders don't do this. Its just not a realistic expectation

especially if its a rare breed or there was a waiting list which was the case for my dog.It doesn't tell

you what to do in many common scenarios such as the puppy not eating right and it doesn't discuss

whining and crying through the night and that was the information that I found myself needing the

most and it wasn't in the book.I also found that it takes time to get the puppy to want to play with

chew toys. Mine was not immediately drawn to them and still doesn't have much interest in them

apparently. And again, it does not say what to do in that instance.When I read that the goal is to

have zero accidents I was excited and thought I could do it.
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